
Revit Schedules and Families: Schedules Parameters 

 

1)To make a new schedule right click on the Schedules/Quantities  

2)Then click on the New Schedule/Quantities 

 

1)Select the category that the families you are scheduling are saved as. 

2)Name the schedule 

 

 



To add parameters to your schedule click the insert button. 

 

1)For parameters that have already been loaded into schedules you can find them in this list. 

2)use these buttons to move parameters out of the schedule, and into it. 

3)To add parameters that are not in the available fields list press the add parameter button. These 

parameters will be added the same way you add parameters to families. For this process refer to the 

Revit Schedules and Families Parameters document. 

 

Sometimes you cannot change a parameter without changing all instances for example the 

manufacturer parameter. There are two work arounds one of them will allow you to edit from the 

family, and have it automatically fill the schedules for this method refer to Revit Schedules and Families 

Parameters document. The easier, and shorter way to work around this click on the parameter add (3 

photo above).  

 

 

 



1)Make your parameter a project parameter 

2)Name your parameter, if the parameter you are tying to replace is not capitalized you can keep the 

name the same, but in all caps. 

3)Make the parameter instance so you can make it what ever you want. 

4)Also make the type text for the same reason as choosing instance over type. 

5)The group the parameter is under is arbitrary since the parameter will only show up in the schedule. 

 

You will be able to edit this parameter as you like. 

For shared parameters to work you must have the same parameter in the family and the schedule. 

When making a schedule make sure the schedule is formatted the way we format out schedules.  

1)Click the borders button, and set them to wide lines. 

2) set font to Helvetica. The main text will be 3/32”, and the title will be ¼”  

Align center vertically and horizontally.  

 



 


